Command Line

Options in this order: <APP> <MODULE> <OBJECT>

$ symfony propel-init-admin backend post Post
$ symfony propel-init-admin backend comment Comment

Generated code (can be overridden per module)

Accessed in cache/backend/<ENV>/modules/<MODULE>

Actions

create -> edit
delete
delete
index -> list
list
save -> edit

Methods

protected handledError($id)
protected delete($id)
protected update($id, $params)
protected process($id)

protected addFilters($id, $params)
protected addFiltersCriteria($id, $params)

Generated code

$ symfony propel-init-admin backend post Post
$ symfony propel-init-admin backend comment Comment

Displayed code

```php
$ symfony propel-init-admin backend post Post
$ symfony propel-init-admin backend comment Comment
```

Presentation

generator:

```php
class: sfPropelAdminGenerator
param:
  model_class: Post
  theme: mytheme
  css: admin/mystylesheet
```

Display (ordering and grouping)

list view

The equal sign (=) selects the field holding the hyperlink to the edit view

```php
list:
  # tabular layout
display: [title, author_id, created_at]
```

```
# stacked layout

layout: stacked
display: [title, author_id, created_at]
```

```
params:
  # links are created from the list
  %$=title%%
  # links are created from the group
  %$=title%%
```

```
by %author%%
```

```
author_id: %author%
```

Filters

```php
filters:
  - title
  - author
  - created_at
  - is_admin
```

```
created_on
```

```php
default:
```

```php
classes:
```

```php
date_format='dd/MM/yy'
```

```
params:
```

```
size=15
```

```
tinymce_options=height:150
```

Interactions

Default actions

```php
list:
  # object_actions:
  # _edit: -
  # _delete: -
  # _create: -
```

```
edit:
  # _edit: -
  # _delete: -
```

```
actions:
  -
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